
lGraboite Gully Merchant Builders
6 Murphy Street, South Yarra

A Bushland communitY

The Concept
We don't think of Keraboite Gully simply

as "a development". We think of it as a

planned community of individual houses,

where every detail- will contribute to an

overall sense of harmony. Our principle

aim is to make the most of the natural

environment, and. to offer an attractive

and workable alternative to the monotoriy

of conventional develoPment.

We were among the first in Australia to

use more enlightened planning techniques.

At Elliston in Rosanna, at Winter Park

in Doncaster, we have demo.nstrated the

advantages of taking a more flexibte
approach to housing.

These advantages are many. Better use

can be made of the available space, treers

can be preserved, the visual interest
inherent in the land can be enhanced.

The incorporation of conunon parkland in
such developments creates a feeling of
space rarely present in the suburbs,

while the privacy of each resident is

maintained. Individual'quality of
life' considerations are of Prime

importance, and modern lifestyles can

be well- catered for.

Keraboite Gully
The land is unspoiled Australian bushland,

I
with an abundance of natAve trees, shrubs,

ferns and wildflowers. It provides a

haven for native birds. Careful planning

will preserve this tranquil bushland

setting, while slmpathetic landscaping

around each house will enhance the

natural feeling, and help the houses to
blend beautifully with their surroundings.
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Keraboite Gully is a further example of

this concept of total planning. Each of

the eight b1ocks offered for sale is

2/3 acre in size, and each has an irregrilar

and interesting shape. The site slopes

away from the road, towards Keraboite

Creek which winds in a shady gull-y bel-ov''

the development.



Covenants
An important part of the Keraboite Gu1ly

concept is the use of covenants to
guarantee that the area always retains
its distinctive bushland. character.
Thus, part of each al-fotment (the

shaded area on the plan below) has been

set aside as a permanent landscape

reserve for the exclusive use of the
owners. A covenant will guarantee

that no buildings intrude on this
area and fencing controls wilL maintain
it as an area for waLking and recreation,
with free access to the municipal
reserve and gully be1ow. These

. covenants will provide protection of
'\
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the appearance of the area for the

ultimate benefit of all the residents.

Erang Drive

The Houses
To ensure visual harmony between the

houses at Keraboite Gully, the contract
for the sale of the land wiII include

;rn undertaking by the purchaser to
erect one of the houses we have

recommended. for that site. The houses

have been chosen according to the

specific requirements of each block,
Eo make the most of interesting
slopes and angles and to exploit the
potential for bushland views.

Alternative designs - larger or
smalLer - for each si-te can be

discussed with the architect.

Designed by well known architect
Graeme Gunn, the houses in their
smaller versions are displayed at
our Winter Park Display Centre.

However, at Keraboite Gully, each

house will generally be a larger,
more luxurious version of one of
these designs.
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Fully ducted central heating will be

standard for aII houses. The houses

recommended will have at least 3

bedrooms, with a separate study or
4th bedroom, large formal and family
living areas, en suite bathrooms to
the major bedrooms, ample storage

space and well organised utility
areas. A number of variations of
materials (eg. brick types, roofing
etc. ) will be available for your

choice.

All the houses will show the distinctive
Merchant Builders approach to everyday

Iiving needs. Wide eaves and pergolas

wiII block out the rays of the hot
gurnmer sun, while slanting winter sun

can warm the house. Outdoor courtyards
and terraces provid.e a natural extension
of living areas. The separation of
children's and adults' living and sleeping
areas makes fanily life a relaxed affair.

An important element of the whole project
is the landscaping by Etlis Stones, well
known for his outstanding work in
Australian landscape design. This,
together with the careful siting of each

house, will ensnre privacy, without the
sense of confinement one so often feels
jn more conventional surroundings.



The Location
At Keraboite Gully residents will enjoy

all the advantages of a secluded "bushscape'

within minutes of beaches, shopping, good

schoofs and a wide range of recreational
facilities.

The development is situated in the heart

of Mt. E]iza, near Baden Powell Drive.

The area is remarkable for the appreciation
of property values over the past few

years. Added to this, Merchant Builders
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houses, because of the simplicity and.

integrity of their design, retain high

resale values. Many Merchant Builders

clients who have resold after a few years

have realised considerable gains. So

Keraboite Gully, in addition to offering
a superb life-styIe, could hardly be

bettered as an investment.

Vendor terms
Land prices range from $19,500 to $24,OO0.

The land is offered on 25% deposit with
payment of interest only on the balance

over l8 months. fnterest is 9 3,/4e"

payable quarterly. Cash d.iscounts are

availabl-e up to 120 days.

Construction of the house can begin after
the sale is completed, or at any time

within tfre foffowing Zf months. LoItg

term finance iF available up to $30'000

over 25 years to those who satisfy the

Building Society's requirements.

Interested
If the life-sty1e we're offering at

Keraboite Gu11y appeals to you, and if
you would like to know more about the

project, and the houses we plan to build:

Phone llerchant Buil-ders on 267 1944

(office hours).

Please send me more details about

your Keraboite Gu11y Development.

Name .

Address

... . ...Post Code.

Telephone

Merchant Builders
6 Murphy Street' South Yarra. 3141

\r'isit. our display centre,
High Street, Doncaster.

Ihone 857 5450 (any time).
Contact the locaf agents,

l4t. Eliza Way, I"It. E1iza.

hH 059 839 525.

Winter Park,

Crowder & Son,

Phone 781 4222.
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